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, ' ' 1 . 

" This invention relates-to :bottle caps of. the 
type‘ employed for the closing of conventional 
dairy bottles of the (type commonly used for the 
‘purpose of distributingireshmilk and cream,_ 
and has special reference to ‘so-called hood caps 
designed to cover ‘and protect the‘pouringrlip 
of- the bottle against contamination from ex 
ternal sources. - r r ‘ ~ ' -» 

- This is a continuation in part of my copend 
ing'application,.serial No‘. 473,465‘, ?led January 
25, 1,943, entitled'f‘Bottle Cap,”_ now abandoned.’ 
,"Thel conventional dairy bottle was originally 
inade'with a large mouth and a cap seat spaced 
slightly inward from the mouth for the purpose 
of closing‘ the bottle'by means of a-stiif'paperv 
disk inserted into the mouth of the bottle and 

I pressed down against the cap seat. As the art 
progressed this type of cap was in (partreplaced 
by so-called hood caps formed of impregnated 
paper which the paper-came out over the pour 
ing lip 'ofthe-lbottle and in someinstaneesdown 
around the bead on the: voutside‘ ofthe bottle 
for‘ the'purpose oflpreventing the'pou'ringilip 
from becoming icontaminated in handling, These 
so-called hood caps have not beenentirely'sat 
isfactory,-and-continued experiment in the- in 
dustry I has resulted in‘ the production of _ metal 
caps which have certainlde‘?nite advantagesover 
the paper hoods, but a number of ldi'?iclulties are 
also encountered‘ with‘ the‘luse of metal’ caps, 
among. these disadvantages the tendency of the 
contents'lof the'bottle to creep outaround ‘the 
cap, along the interface between- the metal and 
the bottle. ‘This is proibaiblyin part due to cap 
illary action, and, also probably due to > expan 
sion of the contents of the bottle which forcesthe 
airat the top of the bottle out through the space 
between the cap ‘and the‘ bottle surfa'ceyithev air 
carrying a small-amount of the-‘liquid contents 
with it. Whatever the ‘_cause,- it is ‘found that 
with. metal hoodjcaps a small amount of thecon 
tents of the ‘bottle will frequently-be found around 
the edge. of.v the cap. This/condition'is aggra 
vated. in extremely warm weather, and no satis 
facto-ryivay has heretofore been found of pre-' 
venting vthis-'creepage. Furthermore, some con 
sumers object to the fact ‘that the metal of the 
cap ~is'brought into contact with-the ‘edible con-v 
tents- of the bottle, though there app-ears to be 
no“ scienti?c evidence ‘that this is at all detri 
mental to dairy products; ' ' _~ " r ' ' 

-'_,"I'_he+.principal object of the invention-‘is the 
provision of; aimetal cap constructed to prevent 
creenageof the contents‘ of the bottlev out along 
?leiiniie'rface between'the'ic'ap and‘ the-bottle. ' 

12 Claims. (01. 215-38) 
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A further-object‘ of the invention is ‘the pro 
vision of a cap formed principallyof metal where 
in the metal is prevented from making ‘contact 
with the contents’of the bottle. _ ' a ‘r _ Q 

A still further object of the invention is the 
provisionof a'cap‘formed’es'sentiaHy of metal 
or like non-absorbent material ‘having means 
disposed between the metal hood and the bottle 
adapted to expand on contact with the liquid 
contents of the bottleso as to e?ectively seal the 
space between the caapv and the bottle against 
creepage of theliquid. -~ 7‘ I ' ' ' ~ - 

I have also vaimedto provide a cap formed of a 
plurality of'layers of sheet material cemented to 
gether' by a ‘plastically deformable adhesive which 
is displacedinto the capillary openings along the 
pleats or folds to improve "the seal; 7 
Another object of the» invention is the ‘prof 

vision of a cap of thecharacter described so'con 
structed as'to be capable of use in commercial 
capping'm'achines Without alteration and capable 
of formation'and sale as a pre-iormed hood.‘ 
Other objects and advantages will appear from 

the following , description‘ and accompanying 
dra'wingsjinWhich-f I ' v. ' 4 c 

Figure 1 isla side viewof a stack of nested 
hoods embodying theinve'ntion; 

Fig. 2 is a top view thereof; ‘ _. 
' Fig.- 3- is a‘ vertical section through the, head 
of av dairy bottle showing an intermediate step 
in the seating of a speci?c embodiment of: the 
invention on the head of a bottle; ' ' ' 

Fig. 4 is a side elevation partly in section show— 
ing the cap in seated position ;.- ' ‘ " 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary enlarged view of a 
seated ‘cap; ' I r = ' . 

vFig. 6 isan enlarged’ sectional view through a 
7 section of the’ bottle and through a pleat; 
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Fig.v 7 is a view1 similar to Fig. _3 ShOWillg a 
modi?ed form .of cap,and ’ ' 

Fig. 8 is a side‘elevation-partly in section show~ 
ing the cap of Fig. '7in seated position. _' 
The invention as herein shown in Figs. [1 

through 5 is embodied? in" aicap of the general. 
type shownlin . S'onnenberg application Serial 
No. 343,407,r?led ‘July 1, 1940, now Patent No. 
2,361,507,? datedv October 31,;1944, in which the 
hood is vformed of thin metal foil asindicated at 
l0, such, for example, as aluminum, or’lead foil 
which serves to-provide an ‘impervious hood mem 
ber and also has such properties that" when the 
hood is folded it retains itself on the head of’ the 
bottle with su?icientjrigidity tov prevent its acci 
dental removal but permits its removal without 
the' use of special tools. It will be understood 
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that the metal in a cap of this character is of in 
su?icient rigidity to effectuate a complete seal in 
a manner analogous to that of so-called crown 
caps, and consequently there is a possibility of 
creepage along the surface of the cap. In this 
embodiment of the invention a two-piece cap is 
employed, one comprising the hood member, in. 
dicated generally by the'numeral 6, and the other 
a conventional disk‘as indicated at '7 adapted to 
seat on the top of the hood member and be forced 
down to a point adjacent the cap seat in the mam. 
ner shown in Figs. 3 andd. This speci?c em?‘ 
bodiment as described in said Sonnenberg'appli 
cation is designed to present certain advantages 
in the feeding and in the mechanics of the cap-l. 
ping operation which need not be further de 
scribed here, the hood member having an annue 
larly ?ared skirt as indicated'by the numeral 8, 
a rim-engaging portion 9, a cap disk shoulder ll. 
upon which the cap disk l is placed as shown in 
Fig. 3, the. rim-meeainanorticn 9 and the. Show» 
def. l l‘actiueto- center the. disk on. the hood. mem.— 

'ber when the disk. dumped therein during the. 
cappins'operation- Thchqodmember; also i11-v 
cludes a central. depressed portion .12 arranged 
to function- in. tbefsedieegnemtion and. also ar-j 
ranged 110. be. drawn. upward-valid outward-1y to a 
position such asshowe Fis- 4. when the disk 
is movedtoithel-seated position and the shoulder 
"is ironed; against the. surface of the 
bdttlfe, the depressed central portion.- providineexf 
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cess stock for this purpose so thatthe seatingof _ . 
the disk, does not materially draw the metal in 
this area and thus reduce. its thickness and 
strength.- The skirt. sertiqu is provided: with. 
ennule?y spaced’ folds. including pqrtionsas in-. 
dicat'ed at [3» disposed at an angle approaching’ 
right angles to the» remainder of the skirt and 
arcuate portions [4 connecting the portions l3,’ 
these arcuate portions serving as cams to sepa: 
rate the hood members; byn'turning of; the lower 
most hood member a staQkr. Therm-engaging 
portibn'gi is provided- Witha plurality of ribs 15 
whichiserve to strengthenthewmetal- in this area; 
and serve to absorb the excess metal thereby 
avoid the necessity for drawingtthemetal of the 
cap to excessive thinness, rj'llhe foilemployed in 
the formation of the hoodis-relatively thin,- and 
in most instances willhave a thickness of about 
.0015”.,' The thickness of themetal will vary 
somewhat with the severity; of the conditions in 
service, but in general metal from .001,” 170.0025" 
will be found satisfactory, but it should be. such 
that it can be readily distorted by‘the bare ?ngers 
of the operator to an extent suf?cient for the 
removal of the cap from the bottle without tools 
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of any kind. While heavier section of metal may ' 
be employed, I ?nd no particular advantage in 
increasing this thickness, because the cost of the 
cap increases with the increasing thickness. ’ 
According to the present invention, the hood 

member comprises a thin metal hood and a layer 
of paper or similar material ofvisubstantiallyziden 
tical con?guration,‘theinner surface of" the hood 
being lined. with the. layerlo?-paper as indicated. 
at i6, the thickness of thispaper being of the 
same order as the thickness of the foil,.though 
where heavy foilis used it may be substantially. 
thinner than the foil. This layer of, paper or 
other absorbent material is preferably secured to 
the. surface. of the-hood by means of an adhesive 
comprising, a. so-called amorphous waxormore 
properly. of microcrystalline ‘wax.’ Thesewaxes 
ape‘ comparatively well known in the packaging 
industry and, comprise petroleum products, pro-‘ 
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4 
duced by solvent separation from residual petro 
latums. These waxes have a high degree of ad 
hesiveness and consequently bond the foil and 
the paper together in a highly satisfactory man 
ner. In addition, they are non-hydroscopic and 
consequently resistant to water. In addition, they 
have a high melting point, are not brittle, and 
ar'eiducti-le so as :to be capable of cold ?ow. One 
such wax‘ suitable for'the purpose is that sold 
by Socony Vacuum Oil 00., under the name “S/V 
Cerese.” As will be seen particularly from Fig. 5, 
a layer of this adhesive wax is interposed between 
‘the foil and the paper, as shown in exaggerated 
form. atv 38.. Preferably, the paper is given an 
impregnationv with wax to render the same rela 
tively imperviousto moisture, and therefore in 
the preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
paper consists of a layer of suitably waxed paper ‘ 

' adhered to the inner surface of the hood. In 
practice this paper lining is applied to the sheet 
foil prior to the, formation of the hood member, 
and the hood member is; then formed between 
suitable (dies by employing-the paper-lined foil 
stock to 'producera, laminated: hood member, as 
‘best-8120mm Fiss- 1,. 2,.v 3,. and. 7. . Byway- of. ex 
ample, I haveused with satisfactiona 1100,61: mem 
ber formed from stock comprising metal foil of I 
.0015” gauge mounted on.20 lb. bond paper with 
8 lb. of Cerese wax per ream of, paper. In this 
particular instance the. bond; members are sup- 
plied to- the trade in; nested stacks, as shown in 
Figure. 1,“ adapted to; be placed.- in_ the; magazine 
ofa capping machinefrom-which they. are with 
drawn in succession‘ and dropped upon the head 
of a bottle in the manner shown. in Figs. 3; and '7, 
in-Which the numeral” designates. the. neck of 
the bottle, the numeral [9, indicates; the bead‘, 
the numeral 2| indicates the rim; of the, bottle. 
and thenumeral 22-the cap seat; 

. In .the embodiment shown in Figs. li-iiav disk 
1 similar to the conventional disk cap is. then 
dropped onto the. hocd;~.t0 rest on the cap. disk 
shoulder II as shown?in; Fig.3» Thereafter the, 
disk 1 is forced downward, ‘bringing; the rim—~ 
engaging portion. 9 of» the hood memberzagainst. 
the; rim- of thebottlek the: disk; thereafter mov 
ing 7 downward, with respect to,v the. hood. member 
so as/to iron. theqshQllldelf. portion‘ andthe ad: 
iacent portion of the; hood- member against. the. 
inside of the bottle asShOWn at 2.3:..thedisk being 
forced down to a point suchthahthe, inner sur 
face of the hood member is brought againstthe 
cap seat 22 or‘. at lea-‘st closely; adjacent thereto. 
Thereafter the,v skirt 8; of the hood member is 
contracted around therbeadof the. bottle by fold- 
insv the metal in theripleats; as indicatedat. 24. 
(Fig. 4), the metal ofthev. hood irising... in some 
instances, in additicnat ribsas indicated at 2.5‘, 
the size of these ribs depending-somewhat; on 
thecurvature of-thebead; > ' 

The skirt of-the hoodgis pressedi tightly against 
the» Outer surface. o?the; bottle ‘by. suitable; cap‘ 
ping means, such, for-example. as; by: a rubber 
Wall of a pneumatic cap so;as to,v tightly compact 
the folds and ribs. Because of the extra thick. 
ness of material inthefolds: and-.ribareasthese 
are subjected to higher pressure than. the‘ balance 
of the skirt and,because;of-thisrhigher-pressurei 
the intermediate layer of wax: is: plastically dis 
placed and caused to ?ow into the small.‘ cracks 
and crevices of the fold, as: illustrated diagram 
matically in Fig, 6. Thus;.the layer offmicro 
crystalline wax serves; noironlyi as an adhesive 
for vsecllringthe foil- and thepaper together but 
this layer also: serveszini the-sealing of the hood 
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onto the mouth of the bottle because of its duc 
tility and ?owproperties. Thus‘, this layer of 
wax when displaced by the capping operation 
acts to .?ll the small capillaries and openings 
which might otherwise ‘be present alongthe folds 
or pleats, as :will be'apparentfrom Fig. 6. The 
bottle thus capped will normally have previously 
been ?lled with ‘a liquid such, for example, as 
milk,‘ and during this ?llingoperation a small 
amount of milk is frequently left along the mouth 
of the, bottle and on the cap-seats, so that these 
parts of the bottle are frequently wet, and during 
the capping operation the paper liner of the hood 
memberfcomes into contact with these wet sur 
faces; While the paper, has been impregnated 
with wax, this impregnation is not su?icient to 
completely prevent'slowvabsorption of the mois 
ture, and therefore the paper liner gradually ab 
sorbs this moisture and in doing so swells, so 
that the thickness thereof is increased slightly as‘ 
shown by the greater thickness of the liner at 
26 in Fig. 5. Likewise the handling of the bot 
tle tends to cause the liquid to come into contact 
with the depressed central portion 12 of the cap 
so as tofurther moisten the liner, also tending 
to expand the liner slightly after the cap has 
been seated. This expansion of the paper liner 
causes a sealing actlonto occur so as to seal the 
cap against leakage‘ along the interface, and also 
serves to absorbv the liquid on the wallsof the 
bottle'and on the cap seat. In this way creep 
age of the contents of the bottle out from under 
the cap is prevented. In addition, this action 
tends to cause the cap to be gripped more tightly 
in the mouth of the bottle due to the expansion, 
and the frictional contact is further increased 
by the moist state of the liner, which has a 
greater frictional resistance to slippage along 
the surface of the glass.~ Furthermore, the liner 
serves the additional function‘ of ‘preventing the 
liquid contents of the bottle from coming directly 
into contact with the metal. 
In the embodiment shown in Figs, 7 and 8 the 

paper lined foil stock heretofore described is pre 
formed into a hood having a. flat mouth span 
ning portion 3| and an annular pleated skirt 
32, the skirt 32_being substantially identical in 
formv with the skirt 8, thepleats 33 being folded 
about the head of the bottle in a similar man 
ner. It will be seen that in this instance the 
liquid contents of the bottle comes into contact 
with the lower surface of the portion 3| and the 
paper liner I6 absorbsmoisture in this area and 
along the mouth of the bottle as shown at 34 to 
facilitate sealing as described in connection'with 
the ?rst described embodiment. 

I claim: 1 
1. Thecombination in ahood cap-for dairy bot 

tles of a hood member comprising a hood of 
metal foil capable of ‘ready distortion with the 
bare ?ngers of the user for removal from the 
bottle, said hood being shaped to span the mouth 
of the bottle and‘being adapted to be peripher 
ally crimped against the outer'side thereof, a 
paper liner substantially coextensive with said 
hood attached to the side thereof adjacent said 
bottle, and a layer of microcrystalline wax in, 
terposed between the foil and the liner for ad 
hesively securing them together, said wax being 
displaceable under capping pressure into crev 
ices between the hood and the outer side of the 
bottle to seal the interface therebetween. 

2; The combination in a hood cap for dairy 
bottlesof a hoodmember comprising a hood of 
metalefoil capable of ready ‘distortion with the 
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bare‘ ?ngers of the user for removal vfrom the 
bottle, said hood being shaped to span the mouth 
of ,the bottle and beingv adapted. to be peripher 
ally crimped againstv the outer side thereof, a 
paper liner substantially coextensive with said 
hood attached to the side thereof adjacent said 
bottle, and a layer of microcrystalline wax in 
terposed between the foil and the liner for ad 
hesively securing them together,’ said wax being 
displaceable under capping ‘pressure into crev 
ices between the hood and the outer side of the 
bottle to seal the interface therebetween, said 
liner having a composition to expand to a lim 
ited degree upon contact with theliquid in the 
bottle to seal the spacebetween the hood and 
the bottle adjacent the interior of the bottle. 

3. The combination in a hood cap for dairy 
bottles of the type having a bead and a cap, seat 
of a hood member comprising a thin ductile 
metal hood shaped to seat into the mouth of the 
bottle to a point adjacent the cap seat and over 
the mouth and beadv of the bottle, apaper liner 
for said hood disposed adjacent one side of the 
hood to contact the bottle, and a layer of micro 
crystalline wax interposed between the hood 
member and the liner for adhesively securing 
them together, said wax being displaceable in the 
area about the bead of the bottle, under capping 
pressure into crevices produced by folding the 
cap againstthe bead to seal the interface there 
between. ' w. 7 

4. The combinationin a hood cap for dairy 
bottles of the type having a bead and a cap seat 
of a hood member comprising a thin ductile 
metal hood shaped to seat into the mouth of the 
bottle to a point adjacent the cap seat and over 
the mouth and bead of the bottle, a paper liner 
for said hood disposed adjacent one‘side of the 
hood and engageable with the bottle, and a layer 
of microcrystalline wax interposed between the 
hood member and the liner for adhesively secur 
ing them together, said wax being displaceable 
in: the area about the bead of, the bottle under 
capping pressure into crevices produced by fold 
ing the cap against the bead to seal the interface 
therebetween, said liner having a composition to 
absorb liquid from adjacent the cap seat and ex 
pand to a limited degree to seal the space be 
tween the hood and the bottle in the area adja 
cent the cap seat. 

5. The ‘combination in a hood cap, for dairy 
bottles of the type having a bead and a cap seat 
of a hood member comprising a hood of thin 
ductile metal having a thickness of approxi 
mately .001 to .0025 inch capable of ready dis 
tortion by the bare ?ngers of the user for re 
moval from the bottle having a central depressed 
mouth spanning portion and a skirt ' portion 
pleated to’ de?ne folding lines for crimping the 
cap around and substantially over the bead of the 
bottle to retain the cap thereon, a liner for said 
hood having a thickness of the same order as said 
hood and substantially coextensive therewith 
complemental in shape thereto and attached to 
the side of said hood-adjacent the bottle, and a 
layer of microcrystalline wax interposed between 
the hood and the liner‘for adhesively securing 
them together, said wax being displaceable under 
capping pressure into the crevices formed by the 
folding lines along the bead of the bottle, said 
liner having'a composition to absorb liquid on the 
surface of the bottle and expand to a limited de 
gree in the mouth spanning portion to seal the 
cap on the bottle and to‘ prevent expansion of 
the contents of-the bottle'from forcing ‘said sur 
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face liquid. out around‘ the edges of said hood, 
member. I ,r , , ,7 

(ii-The‘ combination in a ‘hood cap for dairy 
bottlesvof: the typev having a bead and a cap seat 
of‘ a hood" memberv vcomprising a thin ductile 
metalfhood'fhavingi a thickness of approximately 
.001 l to ‘.0025 . inch- pleated Ito :be ,crimped around 
the bead‘ of the bottle to retain the capthereon 
capable of ready-='distortion» with the bare ?ngers 
of the user for removal from the bottle shaped 
to ‘seat into- thev mouth of. the bottle to a point 
adjacent the cap'rseat and over the mouth and 
bead of ‘the bottle, a’ liner for said hood having a 
thickness of the same order'as said hood attached 
thereto‘ and disposed against the area thereof 
Which-contacts the bottle, and a layer of micro 
crystalline waxi interposed between the hood 
member and itheglinervfor adhesively securing 
them together, said wax being displaceable under 
capping ipressurei-against'the pleats into the 
crevices caused by. 'the-pleats'to seal the bottle 
along the beadfsaid-liner being of sheet mate 
rial of a compositiontto absorb liquid from the 
wall and cap seat of-saidibottle and expand to a 
limited degree upon absorption thereof‘ to seal - 
the space‘ between the hood and the bottle adja 
cent the capseatp ~ = . r 

'7. The combination in-a-hooid cap forv dairy 
bottles of thetypelhaving a bead and'a cap seat 
of a hood member having a central depressed 
mouth spanning portion and a pleated skirt por 
tion extending downwardly: along the bead of the 
bottle and contracted thereunder to retain the 
cap thereon, and a separate disk member of stiff 
paper disposed in the mouth of the bottle on top 
of said mouth spanning portion adjacent the cap 
seat of the bottle, said hood member comprising 
a hood, of thin ductile metal having a thickness 
of approximately .001 to .0025 inch capable of 
ready distortion with the bare ?ngers of the user 
for removal from the‘bottle, a liner'for said hood 
disposed adjacent the-bottom‘ of: said hood to en 
gage the bottle, and a layer of microcrystalline, 
wax interposed between the hood and'the liner 
adhesively. securing them together, said wax be 
»ingidisplaceable in the area of the pleats under 
capping pressure applied to- the pleats to close 
the crevices formed between the pleats and seal 
the interface at the bead, said liner being of 
sheet material having a thickness-70f the same 
order as said hood and of a composition to ab 
sorb liquid from the wall and cap seat- of said 
bcttle and expand to. a limited degree. uponab 
sorption thereof to seal the space between the 
hood and‘ the bottle in the area of the cap seat. 

8. The combination in a hood. cap for dairy 
bottles of the type having a bead and a cap seat 
of a hood member comprising a hood of thin 
ductile metal having, a thickness of approxi 
mately .001 to ‘.0025 inch capable of ready dis 
tortion by the bare ?ngers of the user for re 
moval from the bottle having a central depressed 
mouth spanning, portion and a skirt portion 
pleated to de?ne foldinglines for crimping: the 
cap aroundiand substantially over the bead of 
the bottle toretain the cap thereon and a liner 
for said hoodhavinga thickness of the same 
order as said hood and substantially coextensive 
therewith complemental in shape. thereto and at 
tached to the side of said, hood adjacent the bot 
tle, said, liner having a composition to absorb 
liquid on the surface’ of the bottle to. a limited 
degree to prevent expansion of the contents of 
the bottle from, forcing said surface liquid cut 
around the edges of said hood'member. 
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8 
' ‘91 The. combination‘ in ahoodcap for dairy 
bcttlesof the type having a bead and acapiseat 
of’ahood member comprising ‘a thin ductile 
metal hood having a thickness of approximately 
.001v toi.0025 inch pleated'tobe crimped around 
the bead‘ of ‘the bottle to-retain the .cap thereon 
capable of ready distortion with theibare ?ngers 
of the user for removal from the bottle shaped 
to seat into the’ mouthv of the bottle to a point 
adjacent ' the‘ cap 7 seat and over‘ the mouth and ' 

bead of the bottle, and a liner for said hood hav-. 
ing‘ a thickness ‘of the same order as said hood 
attached thereto and vdisposed‘against the area 
thereof which contacts the-bottle, said liner be 
ing‘ of sheet material ofaicomposition to absorb 
liquid from the wall and caprseat of said bottle 
andiexpand to a limited degreeupon absorption 
thereof to- seal the'space between the hoodwand 
thebottle. ' ' f 7' ' 

10. The combinationin' a hood cap for dairy 
bottles of the type having a bead and a cap seat 
of a'hood member having'a central depressed 
mouth spanning portion an inner wall engag 
ing portion'and a skirt portion extendingdown 
wardly alongthe bead of the bottle and adapted 
to be contracted thereunder to retain the cap 
thereon, and. a separate disk member of ‘stiff 
paper of such size as to force said inner wall 
against the inner surface of the bottle and being 
disposed on'topv of said mouth spanning portion 
‘adjacent the cap seat of the bottle, said hood 
member comprising a hood of thin ductile metal 
having a thickness of approximately .001 to .0025 
inch capable of ready distortion with the bare 
?ngers of the user for removal from the bottle, 
and a liner for said hood disposed against the 
bottom ofsaid. hood for engaging the bottle, ‘said 
liner being of sheet material having a‘ thickness 
of the same'order as said'hood of a composition 
to absorb liquid’ from the wall and cap seat of 
said bottle and expand to a limited degree upon 
absorption thereof to seal the space between the 
hood and the bottle. 7 V _' » 

11. The combination in" a hood cap for dairy 
bottles’ of the type ‘having-a bead and a cap seat 
of a hood member having a central depressed 
mouth spanning portion, a rim engaging portion 
having an inner wall, and a skirtportion extend 
ing downwardlyalong the bead of the bottle and 
adapted to be contracted thereunder ‘to retain 
the cap thereon, and a separate‘ disk» member of 
stiff paper being of such a size'as to force-said 
inner’wall against the inner‘ surface of the bottle 
and being disposed on top of said mouth’ spanning 
portion’ adjacent the cap‘ seat of the bottle, said 
hood member comprising a hood of‘ thin ductile 
metal having a thickness of approximately .001 
to .0025 inch capable of ready distortion with the 
bareir?ngers ofthe user for‘ removal from the 
bottle, and'a paper liner for said hood having a 
thickness of? the same order'as said hood sub 
stantially‘ coextensive therewith attached against 
thebottom surface of said hood in the area 
which contacts the bottle, said linerhaving a 
composition‘ to expand to a limited degree upon 
contact with the'liquid in the bottle to seal the 
space between the hood ‘and the bottle. 

12». The combination in a hood cap for dairy 
bottles of‘ a hood member, comprising a hood of 
metal foil capable of ready distortion with the 
bare ?ngers of the user for removal from the 
bottle, said hood being shaped to span the mouth 
of ‘the bottle and beingla-da-pted to be periph 
erally crimped against the‘; outer‘ side thereof, a 
paper‘ liner substantially"co-extensive with said 
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hood attached to the side thereof adjacent said 
bottle, and a layer of plastic material interposed 
between the foil and the liner for adhesively se 
curing them together, said plastic material being 
displaceable between the hood and paper under 
capping pressure to close crevices between the 
hood and the outer side of the bottle, said liner 
having a composition to expand to a limited de 
gree upon contact with the liquid in the bottle, 
said displacement of the plastic material to close 
the crevices and said expansion of the liner 
e?ecting a liquid tight seal along the interface 
between the bottle and the hood. 

RUDOLPH SONNENBERG. 
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